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Mowrer: Travel Notes of a Metaphysical Bicycle Trip

POETRY
TRAVEL NOTES OF A METAPHYSICAL
BICYCLE TRIP
New Orleans to Dallas, Summer I946
PAR,T

I.

ONE

Leaving New Orleans

Leaving New Orleans, I watched the sky trace
Questions over the bridge. 'While steel's stem lace
Quivered and river reeled from swift impaCt
Of Whys and -wheres glozing the spurious fact
I saw go comet-wise in lettered fire
A furious Whom. It was the Word. Desire,
Unanalyzable, flamed in its path.
•
I took the road illumined by its wrath.
II.

A Vehic~e for Thinking ,,"-

This is the hour. This the very vehicle
For thinking. A poet on a bicycle
Can catalyze more metaphysic than
Nietzsche's hypothetic vertical man.
And you, recumbent under ruddered wheel,
Hurrying by-What frenzied rhythm do you feel
Measuring the speeding view? What cunning
In your motored mind connives at meaning?
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III.

Louisiana Landscape with People

Lonely by bayous inJ'ime's mythic frame.
Can moss-hung history or private blame
Explain their obloquy? Elucidate
One obscure name? - I cannot gue~ their fate
Though I have seen their faces and their land,
T~ough I participate, with them must stand
Alms-begging under oaks whose living green
Bless~s, as once redemption, our brief scene.

PART

I.

TWO

rEnter Texas

Past markers, legendward, I turn. Here space
Is fabulous. Sky-mazed, my thoughts embrace
Ea~th's raging fable in the Texas dust.
Old nightmare, imaged from frontiersmen's lust,
The monstrous ranch, gross cities of the plain.
Who, now, Sodom-fleeing, imagines gain
In Canaan's mortgaged ~yth? Whose great pity
Shall irrigate this terrible prairie?

II.

::.-

Dallas in Retrospect

When I remember Dallas, how I came
Journey-exhausted, burning with that shame
Each depraved landscape'wrought, I think of one
I knew. Stranger, fugitive with Babylon,
She lived in terror that her sin might find
More public dwelling than her gracious mind;
Yet held heart-hostel· for a brash pilgrim
Traveling by, looking for Jerusalem.
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NEW
III.

MEXICO

QUARTERLY

REVIEW

At the Traffic Circle

Highways diverge, wind toward their primal cause,
While I, doubtful at traffic circle, pause
Before departure. The cartography
Of evil maps a caverned history
Which man explores thread-linked, as Theseus,
With destiny. What thread extends from Dallas?
Answering, as from fabled mountain peak,
The wrath-flamed ques~ion comes-Whom do you seek?
DEANE

MOWRER

THE GRAVE DIGGERS
Two ill-bent neighbors on a peaceful path
with shovels and picks and a worn-out ax
disturb the earth of its sleep.
The ground is tormented six-feet-deep
by a red-clay gash and an opened wound
that will stitch and heal by the quiet moon.
It is a lonely moon that watches them
developing death where no life has been;
and a sorrowful wind that grieves the grass
to change a tense from present to past;
and the pattern is dug with aching sighs
in nlemory of this that sleeps as it dies.
Two ill-bent neighbors work in night
with cautious fingers and dull lamplight
to return the horrowed and the loaned.
The value is placed and the ~erit shown
of a lost regret, remembered praise:
night claims the duty of their days.
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